The notion of the genus of a quadratic form is generalized to vertex operator algebras. We define it as the modular braided tensor category associated to a suitable vertex operator algebra together with the central charge. Statements similar as known for quadratic forms are formulated.
Introduction
This note is a write-up of talks given at the workshop "Vertex Operator Algebras in Mathematics and Physics" at the Fields Institute in Toronto in October 2000 and at some other occasions before. Its purpose is to explain how results in low dimensional quantum field theory obtained from different perspectives and with different motivations can be put into a uniform picture by generalizing the notions of discriminant forms and genera from integral quadratic forms to vertex operator algebras, indicating a rich underlying arithmetical theory.
The relation between two-dimensional conformal field theory and three-dimensional quantum field theory has been quite known from the beginning. For example, Witten relates in his well-known paper [Wit89] the Wess-Zumino-Witten models with Chern-Simons theories and the Jones polynomial of knots. The basic idea is to use the monodromy properties of correlation functions on surfaces to obtain invariants for knots and three-dimensional manifolds.
Being not overly precise, one can say that a quantum field theory is a functor from some bordism category of oriented manifolds to some category of linear spaces satisfying some basic gluing axioms. For 2d-CFTs, one takes two-dimensional surfaces with a conformal structure on it and one is forced to take infinite dimensional linear spaces. Using instead Riemannian surfaces (which have a naturally defined conformal structure), one reaches the more restricted but essential notion of chiral algebras. For three-dimensional topological quantum field theories (3d-TQFTs), one takes three-dimensional topological manifolds (together with extra structures like framed links) and only finite dimensional linear spaces.
It took some time before precise and efficient mathematical formulations for both structures, originating partly from physics, emerged. Chiral algebras have been axiomatized by the algebraic structure of vertex algebras; see [Bor86, FLM88, Seg89, Hua97, Kac97, FBZ2001, BD] for some approaches. 3d-TQFTs can be constructed from modular braided tensor categories; see [MS89, Ati90, Tur94, Boj2001] .
In this paper, we will restrict ourselves mainly to vertex operator algebras (VOAs); these are vertex algebras which have a Virasoro element and we assume that they are nonnegatively graded; we consider only simple and rational VOAs and make some further strong assumptions. There are many different kinds of examples of VOAs known, but it is quite unclear yet how a general structure theory for them may look like.
An important class of VOAs can be constructed from positive definite even integral lattices. For integral lattices, there is a deeply developed structure theory available leading to invariants like rational equivalence, the genus, or the spinor genus. The first purpose of this paper is to explain how the notion of the genus can be generalized in a natural way from lattices to VOAs by using modular braided tensor categories so that the definition is compatible with the notion of the genus for lattices. Secondly, we show that new VOAs can be constructed from given ones only by using the associated modular braided tensor category, generalizing thereby the well-known discriminant technique of quadratic form theory; cf. [Höh97] .
It should be mentioned that there are papers, which do not distinguish between VOAs and the associated modular braided tensor category. Usually, the authors make Assumption 3.2 and work in the setting of 3d-TQFTs. The example of the lattice VOAs associated to the two positive definite unimodular lattices E 2 8 and D + 16 in dimension 16 [Kne57] shows that there are different VOAs which can lead to the same 3d-TQFT.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, some basic definitions and results from the theory of integral quadratic forms are recalled. In section three, we define the genus of a vertex operator algebra and try to formulate theorems or at least conjectures analogous to the ones known for quadratic forms. In the final section, we reformulate the extension problem for vertex operator algebras in terms of the associated modular braided tensor category as already outlined in my paper [Höh97] . This extension problem can be considered as a kind of problem in coding theory over 3d-TQFTs. The solution for VOAs defining an abelian intertwining algebra is given. Also, complete results for self-dual framed VOAs or, equivalently, self-dual codes over the 3d-TQFT associated to the Ising model, are presented.
There are many open problems about the structure of vertex algebras compared to what is known for quadratic forms. But the theory of quadratic forms is more than two hundred years old. It seems to me that from the fifteen year old theory of vertex algebras we just can see only the tip of the iceberg of such a structure theory.
I like to thank the organizers of the conference for inviting me to the Fields Institute and for the possibility to present these ideas. I am grateful to Markus Rosellen for his comments on an early version of the paper and for discussions about abelian intertwining algebras as well as to Geoffrey Mason for reminding me of some references. I also like to thank Jim Lepowsky and the referee for their many valuable suggestions. Finally, my thanks goes to Supun Koranasophonpun for proofreading the manuscript.
Genera of integral quadratic forms
We collect some results from the arithmetic of integral quadratic forms. The theory of genera for binary forms was developed by Gauß in [Gau1801] . Instead of the more classical notion of quadratic forms in coordinates, we use the language of lattices.
We denote in this section by Z/N Z the additive group of the integers modulo N and by Z p the ring of p-adic integers. Recall that a map q from an abelian group B into an additively written group G is called a quadratic form if the expression q(x + y) − q(x) − q(y) is additive in x and in y, i.e., bilinear.
Definition 2.A A finite quadratic space (A, q) is a finite abelian group A together with a quadratic form q : A −→ Q/2Z, such that the induced bilinear form b : 
where the A p are the p-Sylow subgroups of A and q p is the quadratic form q restricted to A p . Furthermore, each (A p , q p ) is the direct sum of quadratic spaces as follows:
For primes p > 2, it is the sum of spaces (Z/p k Z, q θ ), with k ≥ 1, θ ∈ {±1} and quadratic form q θ : 
The map ( . , . ) can be linearly extended to L ⊗ R for any ring R ⊃ Z. Every lattice
of L is the pair (n + , n − ), where n + resp. n − are the maximal dimension of a positive resp. negative definite subspace of L ⊗ R. By Sylvester's Law of inertia, n + + n − = rk(L), the rank of L.
It follows easily that the genus of L determines (L * /L, q) and sign(L). Also, the converse is true: Not every pair consisting of a finite quadratic space (A, q) and a pair (n + , n − ) of nonnegative integers can be realized as the genus of a lattice. First, there is a condition modulo 8:
The next result shows that for ranks large enough this is the only condition that the quadratic space and the signature have to satisfy. Theorem 2.4 An even lattice L with discriminant form (A, q) and signature (n + , n − ) exists if condition (1) is satisfied and n + + n − > rank(A).
Note that n + + n − ≥ rank(A) is clearly a necessary condition. For n + + n − = rank(A), one also has a precise but more complicated condition for the existence of a lattice; see [Nik80] , Th. 1.10.1. The proof uses the result that there are only finitely many lattices L of fixed discriminant |L * /L|; see for example [Cas78] , Ch. 9, Th. 1.1. Much more precise information about the number of lattices in a genus is known. We restrict ourselves to positive definite lattices, i.e., lattices of rank n = n + . Theorem 2.6 (Mass formula)
where α ∞ = 2π 
This result was obtained independently by H. J. S. Smith [Smi1867] and H. Minkowski [Min1884] .
The number of embeddings of lattices K of rank g ≤ n into L for all K can be encoded in the Siegel Theta series Θ 
It is a modular form of weight n/2 for a congruence subgroup Γ of Sp(g, Z) acting on H g .
where E (g) (Z) is an explicitly given Eisenstein series for Γ, depending only on the genus of L.
This theorem was first proven by C. L. Siegel [Sie35] and reformulated in an adelic picture by A. Weil, cf. [Wei65] , see also [Kud84] for a general setting.
There is a slightly finer invariant for lattices, namely M. Eichler's spinor genus, cf. [Cas78] . The set of lattices in a genus can be decomposed into 2 r spinor genera, also very often r = 0. The sum M 1 |Aut(M)| over all lattices M in the same spinor genus as a positive definite lattice L is for all spinor genera in the genus of L the same if rank(L) ≥ 3.
For indefinite lattices of rank at least 3, there is only one lattice in each spinor genus. This is one way to see that there is only one even unimodular (i.e., of discriminant 1) lattice II r,s of signature (r, s) if min(r, s) ≥ 1. Furthermore, one can deduce that two lattices L and M are in the same genus if and only if L ⊕ II 1,1 and M ⊕ II 1,1 are isomorphic.
There is also the concept of rational equivalence. Two lattices L and M are called rational equivalent if the rational quadratic spaces L ⊗ Q and M ⊗ Q are isomorphic. An equivalent more geometric formulation is to say that both L and M have an isomorphic sublattice K of finite index. From the Hasse principle, it follows that L and M are rational equivalent if and only if all the local quadratic spaces L ⊗ Q p and M ⊗ Q p , for p a prime or ∞, are isomorphic. In particular, lattices in the same genus are rational equivalent.
Finally, we remark that the results explained in this section hold similarly for non-even integral lattices.
Genera of a vertex operator algebras
In this section, we explain how the concepts from the arithmetic of quadratic forms explained in the last section can, at least partially, be generalized to vertex operator algebras.
A good starting point for the description of three-dimensional topological quantum field theories are modular braided tensor categories [Tur94] . With the help of the Kirby calculus [Kir78] , one can use them to define invariants of 3-manifolds, cf. [RT91] . We will give the basic definitions, for details see [Tur94] .
Definition 3.A A monoidal category is a category C together with a functorial associative tensor product ⊗ : C × C −→ C and a neutral object 1 for ⊗. We assume that the tensor category is strict , so for all objects U , V , W of C the products (U ⊗ V ) ⊗ W and U ⊗ (V ⊗ W ) are identical and not just isomorphic objects.
A ribbon category is a monoidal category together with:
(iii) A triple ( * , d, b), which associates to any V a dual object V * and morphisms d :
These axioms can be visualized by labeled bands in R 3 . In a ribbon category, one can define for any endomorphism f : V −→ V the trace of f as an element of End(1):
The quantum dimension dim(V ) of V is the trace of the identity morphism of V .
A modular braided tensor category (over C), or modular category for short, is a ribbon category which has also the structure of an abelian category over C such that:
(i) the tensor product is C-linear and End(1) = C;
(ii) every object is a direct sum of a finite set of simple objects; (iii) the isomorphism classes of simple objects form a finite set {V i } i∈I and an object V is simple precisely if End(V ) = C;
(iv) the matrix (tr(R Vj ,Vi R Vi,Vj )) i,j∈I is invertible.
We call the number D = i∈I (dim(V i )) 2 the discriminant . In [Tur94] , a square root √ D is called a rank. The S-matrix is defined as the matrix
We also need γ
. Here, the numbers {θ i } i∈I are defined by
The T -matrix is the diagonal matrix T TOP with the γ −1 · θ i , i ∈ I, on the diagonal. The S-and T -matrix satisfy the relations (ST ) 3 = S 2 , S 2 T = T S 2 and S 4 = 1. These are the same relations as for the generators s = 0 1 −1 0 and t = 1 1 0 1 of SL 2 (Z), the mapping class group of a genus 1 surface. Therefore the S-and T -matrix define a complex representation ρ of SL 2 (Z) of dimension |I|. If we omit the factor γ −1 in the definition of the T -matrix, we obtain a more natural projective representation of SL 2 (Z), cf. [Tur94] , II.3.9. In the context of modular categories, one can prove that the θ i and γ are roots of unity; cf. [Vaf88, AM88, DML2000, Boj2001].
Finally, there is the notation of a unitary modular braided tensor category where one has natural maps :
Two modular categories are called equivalent, if there is a functorial isomorphism between them, carrying over all structures.
One can also consider nonstrict monoidal categories and define modular categories by using them. Every monoidal category is equivalent to a strict one by MacLane's coherence theorem and this is also true for modular braided tensor categories, cf. [Tur94] , XI.1.4. The categories arising from conformal field theory are in general not strict.
We formulate two versions of the Verlinde formula which are theorems in the context of modular categories. First, let (N k ij ) TOP = dim Hom(V i ⊗ V j , V k ) be the structure constants of the fusion algebra defined on the free vector space C[I] by the product
where i * ∈ I is the label defined by V i * ∼ = V * i and 0 ∈ I is the label for V 0 ∼ = 1. Secondly, let N TOP i1,...,in (g) be the dimension of the vector space associated by the 3d-TQFT to a genus g surface decorated with labels i 1 , . . ., i n . Then one has
We mention three important classes of examples of modular categories: 1) The modular category C(A, q) associated to a finite quadratic space (A, q), see [Tur94] , I.1.7.2 and II.1.7.2. We have q :
, where the maps c : A × A −→ C * , ϕ : 2 A −→ C * ( 2 A denotes the 2-torsion subgroup of A) used in [Tur94] are up to equivalence identical to the map q, see [FK93] , Sec. 7.5. Since the fusion algebra of C(A, q) is just the group ring C[A] of the abelian group A, we call such a modular category abelian. Any modular category with such an abelian group ring C[A] as fusion algebra arises in such a way, see [FK93] , Ch. 7.
2) The Chern-Simons theory associated to a simple Lie group G and positive integral level k. This modular categories can be constructed using quantum groups, cf. [Dri87, RT91] .
3) Discrete Chern-Simons theories constructed from a finite group G and a class c ∈ H 3 (G, C) [DW90, FQ93] .
Problem 3.1 Find a good description of the set of equivalence classes of modular braided tensor categories over C.
For two such categories C and D, it is easy to define a product category C × D, such that its simple objects are the products of the simple objects of the factors. One can decompose a category into indecomposable pieces C s under the product: C = C 1 × C 2 × . . . × C r . An additional problem compared to the situation for quadratic spaces is that it is not possible to decompose C into a product of local pieces C p for different primes p such that, for example, the numbers θ i for C p are p-th root of unity.
A conjecture for modular braided tensor categories (also usually formulated for rational VOAs), says that the above introduced representation ρ : SL 2 (Z) −→ End(C[I]) has a congruence subgroup as kernel or, more precisely, ker(ρ) ⊃ Γ(N ) where N is the smallest natural number such that T N = 1. Away from the prime p = 2, this has been proven by Coste and Gannon [CG99] . P. Bantay [Ban2001] has recently reduced the problem to a property of permutation orbifolds. Assuming this conjecture, Eholzer [Eho95] has classified the indecomposable modular categories (or at least the fusion algebras together with the T -matrix and γ) with |I| ≤ 4 using the representation theory of SL 2 (Z/N Z). A lot of work has been done on the classification of fusion algebras and also compatible tensor categories, cf. for example [FK93, Fuc94, MN2001] .
For the purpose of this paper, the following definition of a restricted class of vertex algebras seems to be most adequate.
Definition 3.B A vertex operator algebra of central charge c is a graded complex vector space V = n∈Z ≥0 V n with dim V n < ∞ together with a linear map Y ( . , z) :
−n−1 are of degree m − n − 1 and v n u = 0 for fixed u ∈ V and n large enough, and there are two distinguished elements 1 ∈ V 0 ∼ = C (the vacuum) and ω ∈ V 2 (the Virasoro element ) subject to the following axioms:
These axioms can be distilled from the general axioms of axiomatic quantum field theory applied to the case of Riemannian surfaces as the space time. To obtain a more geometric formulation as indicated in the introduction from a VOA, further conditions have to be satisfied. For the terms we use below and for details, we refer to the literature:
There is the notion of modules and intertwining spaces M3 M1, M2 for a VOA, see [FHL93] . A VOA is usually called rational , if there are only finitely many nonisomorphic irreducible modules and any module can be decomposed into a finite direct sum of irreducible ones. (The first condition can be deduced from the second, cf. [DML98] .) The conformal weight h of a module is its smallest L 0 -eigenvalue. Let {M j } j∈I be a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible modules. The T -matrix is defined as the diagonal matrix T VOA with the numbers e −2πic/24 · e 2πihj , j ∈ I, on the diagonal. Zhu has shown [Zhu90] that under some conditions on the rational VOA, there is a representation of SL 2 (Z) on some space of genus 1 correlation functions. The generator s of SL 2 (Z) defines the matrix S VOA . Using the tensor product theory for modules of VOAs, Huang and Lepowsky associated a (nonstrict) braided tensor category to a suitable class of VOAs, see [HL94] and the references in [HL99] . Finally, there is a definition for the dimension N VOA i1,...,in (g) of the space of vacua on the genus g surface with labels i 1 , . . ., i n by Zhu [Zhu94] .
I assume further that the VOA is unitary, this means the VOA can be defined over the real numbers and the natural symmetric form on it is positive definite, although this will exclude many interesting examples. Also, the VOA should be simple, i.e., V is irreducible as a module over itself.
We like to use the above mentioned results and some other properties believed to be true for interesting VOAs. We therefore make the following assumption on the VOAs considered: [HL94] and also satisfies the conditions used in [Zhu90, Zhu94] .
Assumption 3.2 The VOA V satisfies the conditions needed in the construction of the braided tensor category on the category of modules as in
Furthermore, the braided tensor category of V -modules has the structure of a modular braided tensor category C(V ) such that
One problem is certainly to find simple sufficient conditions on the VOA so that the assumption becomes a theorem. Sometimes other conditions in the definition of rationality are added. Assuming that Assumption 3.2 is true would directly imply that the central charge and conformal weights are rational numbers.
Property (iv) follows from (iii) if one can prove the sewing relations
For important examples of VOAs, at least parts of the assumption are known to be true; for details we refer to the references: 1) VOAs defining an abelian intertwining algebra, cf. [DL93, Ros01] .
2) Wess-Zumino-Witten models, i.e., the VOAs defined on the highest weight representations of level k for an affine Kac One could try to generalize the above mentioned results for rational vertex algebras. In their definition one allows Z-graded vector spaces V and the pieces V n are not assumed to be finite-dimensional. They should be considered as the analog of indefinite even lattices. For a vertex algebra V of central charge c, one can define the number c + as the largest central charge of a subVOA W of V , c − as c − c + and denote the pair (c + , c − ) the signature of V .
For the rest of this section, we consider only VOAs for which Assumption 3.2 is satisfied.
Definition 3.C The genus of a rational VOA V of central charge c is defined as the pair consisting of the associated modular braided tensor category C(V ) and the central charge c.
It is not known much about the set of central charges which can occur. From the discussion of modular categories, we know that c has to be rational. The theory of unitary highest weight representations of the Virasoro algebra shows that c belongs to the minimal series c = 1 − 6 n(n+1) , n = 3, 4, . . ., for c < 1. There is the following analogue of Milgrams theorem for modular braided tensor categories. ) ∼ = C(F 10 2 , q), where q is isomorphic to 5 copies of the hyperbolic plane. Example: Let C be the trivial modular category, i.e., there is only one simple object. The corresponding VOAs are called self-dual or holomorphic. By Theorem 3.3, the central charge c has to be divisible by 8. An interesting case is c = 24. Schellekens has found a list of 71 candidates for the corresponding genus [Sch93] . For the 24 lattice VOAs constructed from the genus of the positive definite even unimodular lattices in dimension 24, one has an existence and uniqueness theorem. 24 − 9 other VOAs are completely constructed as Z 2 -orbifolds, cf. [DGM90a, DGM90b] . One of them is the Moonshine module V ♮ , cf. [Bor86, FLM88] . The fact that V ♮ belongs to the genus was proven in [Don94] . The uniqueness conjecture [FLM88] Conformal field theory suggests that for g ≥ 1 it may be possible to define a (possibly vector valued) genus g partition function χ (g) V on the genus g Teichmüller space T g with automorphic properties for the mapping class group of a genus g surface. For g = 1 this follows from Zhu's work [Zhu90] .
Problem 3.6 Are there good Mass formulas for the genus of a VOA of the form
One problem is to find a good definition for |Aut(V )| if Aut(V ) is infinite; one could try to take the Tamagawa measure if Aut(V ) is a reductive Lie group defined over Q by using VOAs defined over Q. For a kind of relative Mass formula of this type involving a nonabelian extension problem, see Theorem 4.5 in the next section.
The definition of the genus of a VOA was modeled along the notation of the genus of an even lattice L such that the following diagram is commutative
The upper horizontal arrow is the lattice construction of VOAs [Bor86] , the left down arrow gives the genus of a lattice via the discriminant form, the right down arrow comes from the abelian intertwining structure on the modules of V L [DL93] and the lower horizontal arrow is the map associating the abelian modular category to a finite quadratic space as explained as an example above.
Regarding genera of vertex algebras, a structure theory seems to be more complicated than for indefinite lattices: The vertex algebras V ♮ ⊗ V II1,1 and V Λ ⊗ V II ∼ = V II25,1 (here, Λ denotes the Leech lattice) are not isomorphic since both define in a uniform way different generalized Kac-Moody Lie algebras, namely the Monster [Bor92] and the fake Monster Lie algebra [Bor90] . (They are different because all Cartan subalgebras of a generalized KacMoody Lie algebra are conjugate by inner automorphisms as shown by U. Ray [Ray01] .) But both should be self-dual vertex algebras of signature (25, 1). Another such example is constructed in [HS2001] .
A natural generalization of the notion of rational equivalence from lattices to VOAs would be as follows: We take the smallest equivalence relation such that two rational VOAs V and W of central charge c are equivalent if both have isomorphic rational subVOAs with the same Virasoro element. This means that there exist VOAs U 0 = V , U 1 , . . ., U r = W and VOAs S 0 , . . ., S r−1 such that S i is a common subVOA of U i and U i+1 for i = 0, . . ., r − 1. Just to say there exists a common isomorphic subVOA wouldn't give an equivalence relation: take for V and W the fixpoint VOAs V = U G and W = U G ′ where U is the A 1 ∼ = 1 √ 2 Z lattice VOA and G and G ′ are finite subgroups of SU(2) which can't be conjugated into the same larger finite subgroup of SU(2) (like the binary icosahedral and the binary tetrahedral group).
Also, one can generalize the discussion of this section to vertex operator super algebras (SVOAs). The central charge c of a self-dual SVOA has to be half-integral [Höh95] [Höh95] .
Extension problems
In this section, we explain how extension problems for suitable VOAs can be formulated in terms of the associated modular braided tensor category and sometimes solved by this methods.
For even lattices, all overlattices can easily be described; cf. For integral lattices, one has to take subspaces C on which the induced bilinear form
Our aim is to present similar results for extensions of VOAs. Let V be a rational VOA. We call a VOA (W, Y W ) an extension of V if it contains a subVOA isomorphic to V and has the same vacuum and Virasoro element as V . We have W ∼ = i∈I n i M i for a decomposition of W into irreducible V -modules M i , where {M i } i∈I is a complete set of irreducible modules of V and the nonnegative integers n i are the multiplicities of M i in W . Also, we assume that we have fixed an embedding ι W : V −→ W .
We call two extensions (W, 
For (W, Y W ) to be a VOA-extension of V , the modules M i with n i > 0 have to be of integral conformal weight and Y W has to satisfy the commutativity axiom. Both conditions are completely controlled by the twist and the braiding of the associated modular braided tensor category. Similarly, one can see that the structure of the intertwining algebra of an extension is completely determined by C(V ) and Y W .
1 We expect that any rational VOA V has only finitely many nonisomorphic extensions (W, Y W ).
In the case that C(V ) is abelian, i.e., C(V ) = C(A, q) for a finite quadratic space (A, q), one could expect in generalization of Theorem 4.1 (b) that the VOA-extensions are determined by the isotropic subspaces of A. This is indeed the case. Recall that a simple module M i is called a simple current if for each simple module M j there is a another simple module M j ′ such that M i × M j = M j ′ holds in the fusion algebra. , 2) , C * ) of the second Eilenberg-MacLane space K(C, 2) (which is up to homotopy the unique CWcomplex with homotopy groups π 2 (K(C, 2)) = C, and π i (K(C, 2)) = 0 for i = 2) can explicitly described by the following cochain complex:
The coboundary maps ∂ i which we need are defined by ∂ 2 (ϕ) = ∂ 2 (ϕ) and 1) . A V -module isomorphism of the space W ∼ = c∈C M c defines for any irreducible M c , c ∈ C, a scalar ϕ(c) ∈ C * , i.e., a two cocycle ϕ ∈ K 2 , and f is changed to ∂ 2 (ϕ)f . But from the universal coefficient theorem, H 3 (K(C, 2), C * ) = Ext(C, C * ) and Ext(C, C * ) = 0 since the Z-module C * is divisible. So, VOAs (W, Y W ) for different choices of cocycles f are isomorphic.
Remarks: In terms of the associated modular braided tensor category, the simple currents define a subcategory A ⊂ C(V ) which is abelian, i.e., A ∼ = C(A, q) for a finite quadratic space (A, q) (we allow here that q is degenerate, i.e., C(A, q) has not to be modular): The space of quadratic forms on A can be identified as before with the cohomology group H 4 (K(A, 2), C * ) and one has q = H(x, x). Furthermore, q|C = 1 since the modules M c , c ∈ C, have integral conformal weight, i.e, C is an isotropic subspace of (A, q).
The theorem completely solves the extension problem for VOAs V for which on the direct sum of a complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible modules there is the structure of an abelian intertwining algebra. In this case, the modular braided tensor category C(W ) of an extension W are described as in Theorem 4.1 for lattices.
The structure of the modular braided tensor category C(W ) for general simple current extensions was investigated in [FSS96] , where a conjecture for the set of irreducible Wmodules and the corresponding S-matrix was made. This conjecture was proven in [Müg00] .
There is a natural action of the dual groupĈ = Hom(C, C) ≤ Aut V (W ) on W . In the context of braided tensor categories, the problem was also studied in [FK93] , section 7.6.
Another special situation where an extension problem can be partially solved arises from finite group actions. On the VOA side, one has: From the perspective of modular braided tensor categories, this situation was analyzed independently by Bruguières [Bru2000] and Müger [Müg00] . Both give a purely topological characterization of the above situation using a characterization result for neutral Tannakian categories obtained by Doplicher and Roberts [DR89] and Deligne [Del90] , respectively. Both authors describe how to construct the modular braided tensor category C(W ) from C(V ) and the representation subcategory for the group G. Müger also proves the Galois correspondence, see [Müg00] , Sec. 4.2.
As a final example, we completely solve the extension problem for self-dual framed vertex operator algebras (FVOAs). FVOAs were introduced in [DGH98] and are VOAs which have a tensor product L ) and also obtained in [Miy96] . As mentioned above, the associated modular category for V C is described in [Müg00] . The set of irreducible modules is described in Prop. 5.2 there, a result first proven in [Miy98] . In special cases, the fusion algebra and the S-matrix and intertwining algebra were determined in [Lam2000, Lam2001] .
Let now W be a self-dual FVOA. From Theorem 3.3, one gets 16 | r, Th. 2.19 of [DGH98] gives D = C ⊥ , and one has 1 r ∈ D for the all-one-vector. 
Sketch of proof:
Since V C is a simple current extension, its modular category T (V C ) can be expressed completely in terms of the known modular category T (L ⊗r 1/2 (0)) = r i=1 T (L ⊗r 1/2 (0)) and the code C. For V self-dual, all quantum dimensions of T (V C ) are 1, so it is an abelian modular category T (A, q) with an explicitly given abelian group A and quadratic form q. One has a short exact sequence The methods of the proof can be used to give a construction of the Moonshine module V ♮ as the self-dual FVOA with C = D ⊥ the lexicographic code of length 48 and minimal weight 4; see [DGH98] , Sect. 5 for the precise structure of the Virasoro module decomposition. The only input from VOA-theory which one needs is the construction of the Virasoro VOA of central charge 1/2 and the structure of its intertwining algebra. All previous constructions use at some place the lattice vertex operator algebra construction; cf. [FLM88, Hua96a, Miy] .
